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0228X70.DBD Emporteparlafoule (FR)|2014|G|G|2488845 
  

  
Consigned by Garrynattin Stud, Ireland 

 
 

  With VAT 
 

 

Smadoun (FR) 

 

Kaldoun 

 

Caro 
Katana 

EMPORTEPARLAFOULE 

(FR)  
April 22nd, 2014 
Grey Gelding 
(Registered in Weatherby's 
Non T.B. Stud Book) 

  
Mossma 

  Tip Moss 
Ticma 

Sempiternelle 
(FR) 
(2006) 

  
Lavirco 

  Konigsstuhl 
La Virginia 

  Hacienda du 
Moulin 

  Video Rock 
Vodka Du Moulin 

E.B.F. Nominated. 

  

EMPORTEPARLAFOULE (FR): is unbroken. Basis of Sale (see condition 4): Sold 
with Pre-Sales Veterinary Certificate. 

  

1st dam 

SEMPITERNELLE (FR): ran on the flat in France at 5; dam of 3 foals: 
Diocese (FR) (13 g. by Linda's Lad (GB)): 3-y-o unraced to date. 
Emporteparlafoule (FR) (14 g. by Smadoun (FR)): see above. 

She also has a yearling filly by Dream Well (FR). 
  

2nd dam 

HACIENDA DU MOULIN (FR): 4 wins in France and placed 11 times; also placed 
over jumps in France; dam of 5 foals; 4 runners; a winner: 

Ocean du Moulin (FR): 5 wins, £28,986 viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race and 
placed; also 2 wins over hurdles and placed 3 times and 2 wins over fences 
and placed 5 times; also 7 wins in point-to-points and placed twice. 

  

3rd dam 

VODKA DU MOULIN (FR) (by El Badr): placed 5 times in France; dam of 11 foals; 7 
runners; 4 winners: 

Epsilon du Moulin (FR): 13 wins over jumps in France and in Italy. 
Hacienda du Moulin (FR): see above. 
Friska Du Moulin (FR): 2 wins viz. winner in France; also winner over jumps 

in France; dam of winners: 
Saphira Mans (FR): 6 wins, £171,741 viz. winner at 3 in France and placed 8 

times; also 5 wins over jumps in France and placed 12 times. 
Nidea du Moulin (FR): 6 wins, £63,882 viz. winner at 5 in France and placed 

4 times; also 5 wins over jumps in France and placed twice. 
Quissisia Mans (FR): 3 wins, £22,164 viz. 2 wins at 3 in France and placed; 

also winner over jumps in France and placed; dam of Coquin Mans (FR) 
(winner at 3, 2015 in France). 

Osmose du Moulin (FR): unraced; dam of Toska du Reponnet (FR) (2 wins at 4 
and 5 in France and placed twice; also winner over jumps in France and 
placed 4 times). 

Kadeo du Moulin (FR): winner over jumps in France. 
Naiade du Moulin (FR): unraced; dam of a winner: 

All Force Majeure (FR): winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed; also placed 
twice over hurdles at 5, 2015. 

  

4th dam 

POLKA DE MONTRIN (FR): winner over jumps in France and placed twice; also 
placed in France; dam of 8 foals; 7 runners; 2 winners: 

Galapiat du Mesnil (FR): 10 wins, £104,512 viz. winner over hurdles and 
placed 3 times and 9 wins over fences and placed 15 times inc. 3rd Tote Credit 
Club Worcester Nov. Chase, Gr.2 and placed twice over jumps in France; also 
winner of a point-to-point and placed 4 times. 

Stabled in Barn ^ Box ^  

                                         Stabled in Barn G Box 361 

 


